A heavy-duty tripod that combines the simplicity of design with rugged components, the Diplomat R portable projection screen is engineered to handle repeated set-ups and tear-downs. Housed in a steel reinforced case it can withstand the rigors of shipping, as well as traveling tours, events, conventions, presentations, or rental applications. It features easy set-up and one-hand case adjustment.

**FEATURES**
- Reinforced roller and steel endaps to handle the rigors and abuse of shipping and rental applications.
- Suspension slat saddle in all sizes maintains a flat viewing surface.
- Exclusive Bell Leg Lock protects the sturdy gabled aluminum legs during storage and transportation.
- Includes scratch-resistant, reinforced steel case with baked-on black plastisol finish.
- WARRANTY: One year against defects in materials and workmanship.

**OPTIONS**
- **Optional black carpeted case.**
- Optional black PVC backed, 600-denier polyester zippered carrying case available.
- Optional skirts to dress-up your presentation
- **Viewing Surfaces:** OptiView™ Matt White XT1000 E. Custom surfaces available.

**SIZES**
- **Case dimensions** 5 ¼” high x 5 ¼” deep (15 cm x 13 cm).
- **Maximum image** up to 96” x 96” (244 cm x 244 cm), depending on surface selection.
  - 16:10 FORMAT: 67” (170 cm) to 109” (278 cm) diagonal.
  - 16:9 FORMAT: 65” (165 cm) to 106” (269 cm) diagonal.
  - 4:3 FORMAT: 6’ to 10’ (182 cm to 305 cm) diagonal.
  - AV FORMAT: from 50” x 50” (127 cm x 127 cm) to 96” x 96” (244 cm x 244 cm).
- Custom sizes available.

**SUPPORTING DOCUMENTS**
All instructions, technical drawings and other supporting documents are located at: draperinc.com/documents.aspx

For more information on this product visit: draperinc.com/projectionscreens/portablescreens.aspx

**PORTABLE SCREEN DIPLOMAT R**
FLOOR OR TRIPOD MODELS FEATURING QUICK, EASY SET-UP, DURABILITY

**CARPETED CASE VERSION AVAILABLE**

Diplomat R, also shown with carpeted case, bag, and optional skirt.

Designed to withstand the rigors of travel and repeated use.